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Federal COVID-19 Update
• COVID Supplemental Funding Bill

• The White House requested $22.5 billion in additional COVID funding. 
• Congressional leadership pulled a vote on $15 billion in COVID funding, as 

part of the Omnibus spending bill, over Democratic opposition to taking 
unused local funding from the American Rescue Plan as an offset. 

• There is a bipartisan agreement on a $10 billion supplemental funding bill for 
HHS for domestic needs like buying additional therapeutics, testing supplies, 
and vaccines. Specifically, it includes: 

• $9.25 billion to the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA)
• At least $5 billion would go to purchasing therapeutics
• Purchasing of vaccines
• Maintaining testing capacity

• $750 million for the Public Health and Social Services Emergency Fund for research, clinical trials, 
and the development of vaccines for emerging variants. This can also be used to expand 
manufacturing capacity. 



Federal COVID-19 Update
• Public Health Emergency (PHE) Declaration Renewed: 

• HHS Secretary Becerra renewed the current PHE effective April 16
• Gives HHS flexibility to make several important policy changes including:

• telehealth payments
• enhanced federal Medicaid match
• increased payment for inpatient COVID-19 cases

• Effective for 90 days ≈ July 15 
• HHS will notify states 60 days before it intends to end the PHE
• CMS has started providing resources to states to help with the end of PHE

• National Emergency Declaration Continued: 
• On February 22, President Biden extended the national emergency
• The declaration was first signed by President Trump on March 13, 2020 
• It gives the administration additional authority and flexibility to respond to 

the pandemic, including the ability to use the Defense Production Act 



Federal COVID-19 Update
• Vaccine Mandates: There were 4 components to the Biden 

administration vaccine mandate effort:

• Federal Employees: reinstated after court injunction lifted 

• Health Care Employees: In effect

• Federal Contractors: Implementation paused
• Unclear whether this applies to Medicare Advantage plans; CMS has yet 

to confirm.

• Large Employers: OSHA has withdrawn 



Federal COVID-19 Update
• OSHA Healthcare ETS: OSHA has reopened the comment period for the 

Healthcare Emergency Temporary Standard for COVID-19, which applies 
to health care facilities and providers. They are seeking comments on 
several aspects of the ETS, including changes from the June 2021 issued 
version. 

• The June 2021 ETS required employers to 
• Development and maintain a COVID-19 plan
• Patient and employee health screening and management
• Standard and transmission-based precautions that are in accordance with CDC guidance
• Providing and ensuring employees wear appropriate PPE 
• Limit aerosol-generating procedures on persons with suspected or confirmed COVID-19
• Physical distancing and barriers
• Cleaning, disinfection, and ventilation
• Vaccination
• Recordkeeping



Congressional Agenda: Key Dates
• June 31 – Expiration of the Medicare sequester moratorium –Last year, Congress 

passed a health care provider relief bill that, among other things, extended the relief from 
the 2 percent Medicare sequester. The cuts are phased in after 3 months and the full 2 
percent reduction will go back into effect July 1. This could provide an opportunity to 
include other health care or provider priorities.

• September 31 – FDA user fee reauthorization deadline
• November 8 – Election Day
• End-of-year “lame duck” session – Lame-duck sessions are often active, passing many 

legislative items that have been waiting until after election season. It probably also 
coincides with when the PHE may expire. The outstanding provider cuts, pandemic 
preparedness issues, and uncertain path on COVID increase the possibility that the bill 
may act as a larger health care vehicle for leaders.

• December 31: Tax Entenders Several tax provisions expire at the end of 2022. 
Additionally, Congress never addressed some of the provisions that expired at the end of 
2021. There is hope that tax extenders will be addressed in the lame duck, with 
retroactive extensions of those that have previous expired. Tax extenders include energy-
related credits, bonus depreciation, premium assistance credit enhancements, and full 
deduction for business meals.



Congressional Agenda
Policy Agenda
• Social Spending Plan (Build Back Better Act): Democrats are looking at how they 

can break up the Build Back Better Act into packages that can advance in both the 
House and Senate to show progress.

• Competitiveness package: The House recently released its China competition bill 
which aims to address supply chain challenges and increase science and 
technology funding. The Senate passed its bipartisan competitiveness bill last year 
and approved an amended the House bill, sending the COMPETES bill to 
conference. 

• Mental Health: The Senate Finance Committee; Senate Health, Education, Labor, 
and Pensions Committee; House Ways and Means Committee; and House Energy 
and Commerce Committee have all started holding hearings and started the process 
of developing a legislative package to address mental health challenges. Ensuring 
parity requirements are being met has been a priority.



Congressional Agenda
Policy Agenda
• Pandemic Preparedness: The Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee has 

approved pandemic preparedness legislation introduced by Chair Murray and Ranking Member 
Burr. The committee voted 20-2 on the Prepare for and Respond to Existing Viruses, Emerging 
New Threats, and Pandemics Act (PREVENT Pandemics Act). While the final vote was 
overwhelmingly positive, the bill took nearly a year to develop, and has no House companion or 
accompanying House process.

• Oversight: The administration and Congress are focused on looking at industries’ role in 
increasing inflation. Several members of Congress have requested antitrust agencies to 
specifically look into the practices of nurse staffing companies and meatpackers. The Energy and 
Commerce Committee also has not yet released the results of its investigation into insurance 
companies’ response to the pandemic. 

• Workforce Issues: The labor crunch has been identified as a problem across the US economy. 
Lawmakers and policymakers have been looking at a multipronged approach to addressing some 
of these issues including skills development (training, education, apprenticeship programs), 
reducing barriers to work (child care, noncompete clauses, occupational licensing), and expanding 
the workforce (immigration reform).



Congressional Agenda
Telehealth: Congress approves short-term extension of telehealth waivers.
• The FY 2022 omnibus spending bill included language that would extend the telehealth waivers provided during the 

pandemic beyond the public health emergency for 151 days. The flexibilities include:
• Originating site- federal statute restricts Medicare telehealth to where the originating site is in a designating clinical setting in a 

rural area (no home)
• Eligible practitioners- makes occupational therapists, physical therapists, speech-language pathologists, and audiologists eligible 

to bill for telehealth
• FQHCs/RHCs- makes Federally Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics eligible providers of telehealth
• In-person requirement for mental health- In 2020, Congress exempted some mental health services from originating site 

requirements but did require an in-person visit within 6 months prior to telehealth encounter and required subsequent in-person 
encounters. The omnibus delays this for 151 days. 

• Audio-only
• Hospice face-to-face requirements
• HSA/High Deductible Plans- Typically, high deductible health plans cannot offer first-dollar coverage for any service until a 

beneficiary hits their deductible. Congress passed legislation allowing first-dollar coverage of telehealth benefits. The omnibus 
extends this through January 1, 2023. 

• The omnibus language required several reports so Congress can learn about the expanded benefits before making 
them permanent. The legislation directs MedPAC, HHS, and the Office of the Inspector General to put together 
recommendations, data on utilization, and program integrity analyses. 



Congressional Agenda
• Build Back Better Act

• Senate Democrats are continuing to look for a pathway to passage of the areas of the BBA 
where there is agreement. 

• Democrats broadly agree on:
• Expanding access to health care (ACA tax credits, Medicaid expansion)
• Allowing the HHS secretary to negotiate drug prices

• Imposing cost-sharing caps on insulin
• Providing incentives for clean energy (tax credits for electric cars, tax breaks related to energy-efficient property, tax 

credits for electricity produced from renewable sources, and credits for renewable fuels and the production of clean 
hydrogen)

• It is expected the bill will cost around $1 trillion with the payfors including changes 
to the tax code and drug pricing. 

• The House recently passed a standalone bill capping insulin prices at $35 a month 
and the Senate is looking to reach an agreement on a bipartisan bill that caps 
insulin prices and lowers the cost overall. 



Congressional Agenda
• Mental Health: 

• There is a bipartisan, bicameral push to address mental health issues 
facing Americans amid reports of the increasing need for mental health 
services during the pandemic which have gone unmet.  

• The Senate Finance Committee and Senate Health, Education, Labor, and 
Pensions Committee both have held hearings and expect to release 
legislation in the coming months. 

• The House Ways and Means Committee and Energy and Commerce 
Committee have held hearings on the topic. W&M has not discussed plans 
for a package and E&C is reviewing several bipartisan bills.  

• Congressional efforts will revolve around mental health parity in insurance, 
removing telemedicine barriers, strengthening the mental health workforce 
and closing racial and geographic disparities.



Administration Agenda
FY 2023 Key Budget Proposals: Mental Health: Includes $20.8B in 
funding for behavioral health programs, $4.9B above the FY 2022 
enacted level. It includes several provisions aimed at private insurance. 
• HHS is proposing several actions aimed at improving mental health:

• Improve access to behavioral health care which includes requiring plans to use medical 
necessity criteria for behavioral health services that are consistent with the criteria 
developed by nonprofit medical specialty associations

• Require coverage of 3 behavioral health visits and 3 primary care visits without cost-
sharing

• Provide mandatory funding for state enforcement of mental health parity requirements
• Increase access to consumer protections in self-insured non-federal governmental plans

• Department of Labor: Proposes new mandatory funding to increase capacity for the agency 
to perform audits related to mental health and substance abuse (including investigating 
reimbursement rates as Non-Quantitative Treatment Limitations) and take action against non-
compliant actors. Proposes legislative recommendations are three critical areas:

• enhanced enforcement
• ensuring and protecting coverage of promised benefits
• requiring group health plans and health insurance issuers to further evidence compliance



Regulatory Update
No Surprises Act Implementation: 
• On January 1, several provisions of the No Surprises Act went into effect. 
• HHS, DOL, and Treasury rolled out several rules:
• Interim Final Rule Requirements Related to Surprise Billing; Part I:

• Bans:
• Surprise billing for emergency services
• High out-of-network cost-sharing for emergency and non-emergency 

services 
• Out-of-network charges for ancillary care at an in-network facility in all 

circumstances
• Other out-of-network charges without advance notice

• Patient cost-sharing is limited to the in-network rate
• Requires notice and consent for providers to charge out-of-network rate
• Cost-sharing determined by:

• All-Payer Model Agreement amount
• Amount determined by state law
• The “qualifying payment amount” (QPA) or the median in-network rate



Regulatory Update
No Surprises Act Implementation: 
• Interim Final Rule Requirements Related to Surprise Billing; Part II:

• Outlines: 
• The federal independent dispute resolution process
• The good faith estimate requirements for uninsured or self-pay individuals
• Patient-provider dispute resolution processes for uninsured or self-pay individuals
• The external review provisions 

• One aspect of this rule that has caused some controversy and resulted in lawsuits is 
that it requires when making a payment determination, certified IDR entities must 
begin with the presumption that the QPA is the appropriate OON amount. For the IDR 
entity to deviate from the offer closest to the QPA, any information submitted must 
clearly demonstrate that the value of the item or service is materially different from 
the QPA.

• A judge ruled in favor of the Texas Medical Association in its challenges against the 
rule. As a result, HHS pulled the guidance for the IDR process on February 28. 

• On April 15, CMS released revised guidance and reposted the IDR portal. 



Regulatory Update: Transparency
• Increasing transparency has been a goal of this and previous administrations. 

The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 (CAA) included several provisions 
with this goal in mind.

• Prescription Drug Reporting: 
• DOL, HHS, and Treasury released an Interim Final Rule on the collection and publication 

of data on pharmacy benefits and prescription drug costs. This will be used in a biennial 
report on drug pricing trends and the impact on premiums and out-of-pocket costs starting 
in 2023.

• Plans have to submit information on several new data topics including:
• General information regarding the plan or coverage 
• Enrollment and premium information
• Total health care spending, broken down by type of cost, by enrollees versus employers and issuers 
• The 50 most frequently dispensed drugs
• The 50 costliest drugs
• The 50 drugs with the greatest increase in expenditures from the previous year
• Details on rebates and fees



Regulatory Update: Transparency
• Transparency in Coverage Rule-Delays and Safe Harbors: 

• Last summer, DOL’s Employee Benefits Security Administration (EBSA) released 
an FAQ that discussed delaying enforcement and start dates of various 
provisions in the Transparency in Coverage rule because the CAA changed the 
regulatory landscape. The FAQ addresses:

• Price Comparison Tools
• Good Faith Estimates
• Advanced Explanation of Benefits
• Prohibition on Gag Clauses on Price and Quality Data
• Protecting Patients and Improving the Accuracy of Provider Directory Information
• Continuity of Care 
• Grandfathered Plans

• Last week, DOL released a FAQ that discusses the challenges for plans that use 
alternative reimbursement arrangements and provides a safe harbor related to 
compliance with the machine-readable files requirements.



Regulatory Update
• Antitrust

• The FTC has significantly increased its antitrust oversight during the Biden 
administration. 

• The agency has identified health insurance as a key topic for antitrust 
enforcement and expressed concerns about vertical integration. 

• FTC and the DOJ have released a Request for Information on their merger 
guidance. 

• The agencies will be updating their merger guidance and how they review antitrust 
enforcement. 

• This isn’t specific to health care and looks into areas not typically considered such as 
impacts on labor markets. 

• The comment period for the RFI closed on March 21. 
• FTC is close to getting a new commissioner. Alvaro Bedoya is awaiting a final 

vote in the Senate. His confirmation will give Democrats a 3-2 vote on the FTC. 



Midterm Elections



President’s Party Usually Loses Seats in Midterms
President’s party gain/loss of seats in House
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The last time 
Democrats kept 

control of Congress 
during a Democratic 
president’s midterm 

was 1978 under 
President Jimmy 

Carter.



President’s Party’s Performance in the Senate
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• The president’s party has lost seats in the Senate, but not necessarily control, in 13 of the 19 postwar midterms.
• Average seats of president’s party lost in the Senate during a midterm: 4 Seats (approx. 25-27 in the House)

• The president’s party has lost the majority in the Senate 6 times in recent history during a midterm election.
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Clinton
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President’s Party’s Performance in the Senate
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• The president’s party has lost seats in the Senate, but not necessarily control, in 13 of the 19 postwar midterms.
• Average seats of president’s party lost in the Senate during a midterm: 4 Seats (approx. 25-27 in the House)

• The president’s party has lost the majority in the Senate 6 times in recent history during a midterm election.

Truman 
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Reagan 
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2006

Obama
2014

Clinton
1994



President 
Bill Clinton (D)

Republican gains in the 1994 midterms:

R+52 House
R+8 Senate 
Republican gains in the 1998 midterms:

D+6 House
±0 Senate 

SOURCE National Journal

The last four presidents have lost Senate and House majorities; seven of those eight 
chambers were lost in midterm elections.

Last 4 Presidents’ Experience

President 
George W. Bush (R)

Republican gains in the 2002 midterms*:

R+8 House
R+2 Senate 
Democratic gains in the 2006 midterms:

D+30House
D+6 Senate 

President 
Barack Obama (D)

Republican gains in the 2010 midterms:

R+63 House
R+6 Senate
Republican gains in the 2014 midterms:

R+13 House
R+9 Senate 

President 
Donald Trump (R)

Democratic gains in the 2018 midterms:

D+40House
R+2 Senate 

*9-11



Approval < 50% = Net loss of House Seats

■ Gallup presidential approval the week before the midterm
■ Seats gained/lost by president’s party in the midterm

Presidential job approval vs. midterm results since 1966
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Presidents with a sub-50% approval rating lose an average of 36-37 seats in the midterms



Biden’s Low Approval
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Biden’s approval rating is lower than those of most recent presidents at this point in their presidencies



Direction of Country

SOURCE RealClear Politics Avg.: As of 04/12/22

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/epolls/other/direction_of_country-902.html


34 Senate races are on the ballot in 2022

• Democrats are defending 14 of these seats.

• Republicans are defending 20 seats.  

• Approximately 10 states have been 
identified as key races for the control of the 
Senate: 

Alaska New Hampshire

Arizona North Carolina

Florida Ohio

Georgia Pennsylvania 

Nevada Wisconsin 

Senate Races

SOURCE 270 to Win



9 Most Competitive Senate Races
Arizona 

(Biden won by .3%)
Senator Mark Kelly

Georgia 
(Biden won by .23%)

Senator Raphael Warnock

Nevada 
(Biden won by 2.39%)

Senator Catherine Cortez Masto

New Hampshire 
(Biden won by 7.35%)

Senator Jeanne Shaheen

Florida 
(Trump won by 3.36%)
Senator Marco Rubio

North Carolina 
(Trump won by 1.34%)

OPEN

Ohio 
(Trump won by 8.03%)

OPEN

Pennsylvania 
(Biden won by 1.17%)

OPEN

Wisconsin 
(Biden won by .63%)
Senator Ron JohnsonSOURCE Cook Political Report As of 04/12/22



House Races

SOURCE FiveThirtyEight

All 435 House races are on the ballot in 2022
• The House is at its slimmest margin in decades: 

221 Democrats, 209 Republicans and 4 vacancies.
• 218 House seats needed to be in control.
• Currently there are 31 House Democratic 

retirements compared with 22 House Republican 
retirements. 

• Republicans need to gain 5 seats to be in the 
majority.

• Redistricting will play a role in certain states.
• Several states lost or gain seats after the 2020 

census and the vast majority of states had to 
redraw their districts to match population shifts.

• Some states have not finished their redistricting 
processes yet: FL, MO, NH
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State Update: Legislative Sessions
States not yet past crossover 
deadline:
1. California - 5/27/2022
2. Connecticut - no deadline
3. Iowa - no deadline
4. Louisiana - 6/6/2022
5. Massachusetts - no deadline
6. Michigan - no deadline
7. Minnesota - no deadline
8. Missouri - no deadline
9. New Jersey - no deadline
10.New York - no deadline
11.Ohio - no deadline
12.Rhode Island - no deadline
13.Tennessee - no deadline
14.Vermont - no deadline

States where new legislation 
can still be introduced:
1. Delaware
2. Massachusetts
3. Michigan
4. New Jersey
5. New York
6. North Carolina, until 5/25/2022
7. Ohio - None
8. South Carolina
9. Tennessee, until May, 2022



State Update: Utilization Review
“Gold Carding” Legislation
• Providers receiving 95% prior authorization approval
• “Alternative to requirements” to reward provider compliance

Ø exemption from requirements
Ø incentive awards
Ø other “innovative programs”

Legislation still active:
1. Colorado Senate Bill 78 - 2nd Chamber (hearing 4/27/2022)
2. Louisiana SB 112
3. Missouri SB 947
4. New York SB 8299
5. New York AB 9908
6. Oklahoma SB 1409
7. Vermont HB102



State Update: No Surprises Act
Network Adequacy, No Surprises Act Implementation
• Administrative authority to Departments of Insurance
• Emergency Services
• Association health plan regulation
• Pricing data collection and analysis

Active or enacted legislation:
1. Colorado HB 1284  -1st Chamber
2. Tennessee SB 1 - 2nd Chamber
3. Vermont HB 489 - 2nd Chamber
4. Maryland SB 180  -Final Enacted
5. Washington HB 1688 - Final Enacted

Executive Activity
• Pennsylvania Executive Order 2021-08 



State Update: Network Adequacy
Ownership Interest, Vertical Integration
1. New Jersey AB 564 (ownership interest) – 1st Chamber
2. Virginia HB 1075 & SB 204 (acute care facilities) – carried over
3. New York SB 933A (general competitiveness)



State Update: Telehealth
Commercial Heath Plan Coverage Mandates
• Mississippi SB 2738
• Georgia HB 1013

Medicaid Coverage Mandates
• Indiana SB 284
• Virginia SB 663 and SB 426

Limits on State Agencies
• Kentucky HB 188

Prescriptive Authority
• Tennessee SB 2240
• Florida SB 312
• Oregon HB 4034

Audio Only Modalities:
• Tennessee HB 1843
• Washington HB 1821



State Update: Licensure Compacts
Mental Health Professionals:

Professional Counselors
1. Alabama SB 99
2. Kentucky HB 65
3. Florida HB 1521
4. Maine LD 1920
5. Mississippi HB 1056
6. Nebraska LB 752
7. Utah SB 237
8. West Virginia SB 213

Psychologists
1. Idaho SB 1305
2. Indiana SB 365
3. New Hampshire SB 133
4. Wisconsin AB 537
5. Washington HB 1286
6. West Virginia HB 4369



State Update: Licensure Compacts
Other Providers:

Occupational Therapy
1. Arizona SB 1468
2. Alabama SB 167
3. Idaho HB 664
4. Indiana SB 5
5. Nebraska LB 752
6. New Hampshire SB 133
7. Wyoming HB 117

Audiology, Speech Therapy
1. Idaho SB 1305
2. Indiana SB 365
3. Nebraska LB 752
4. New Hampshire SB 133
5. West Virginia HB 4369
6. Wisconsin AB 537
7. Washington HB 1286



State Update: Pharmacy Benefits

Twenty-two states introduced 36 Bills

One enactment to date: Washington SB 5610



State Update: Pharmacy Benefits

Twenty-two states introduced 33 Bills

Bills enacted to date: Michigan HB 4352 and HB 
4351, Virginia HB 1162, West Virginia HB 4112



State Update: Workers Compensation
California Medical Provider Network Legislation:

• Assembly Bill 399 – originally placed a floor on network negotiated pricing, now requires that 
employers provide the MPN name and number to injured employees seeking care out of network, 
upon request.

• Assembly Bill 1465 – originally created a “Public Option” MPN, currently drafted as a study bill.

• Senate Bill 1002 - adds Licensed Clinical Social Workers (LCSWs) to the list of mental and 
behavioral health specialists within the Medical Provider Network’s Provider Directory listing. 

New York Pharmacy Benefit Legislation:

• Assembly Bill 1013 and Senate Bill 1026 – eliminates employer direction of care to contracted 
pharmacies for injured workers.  

• Administrative implementation of Senate Bill 7837 and its application to the Workers’ Compensation 
Market. 



State Update: Pharmacy Benefit Managers

Bills enacted: Michigan HB 4348, New York SB 7837, and 
Virginia SB 359

Bills enacted: Michigan HB 4346, Michigan HB 4348


